**2019 OnCourse Student Publication**

**WRITING COMPETITION**

**Mission:** CCC’s student publication, OnCourse, aims to celebrate Sebastian Junger’s theme in TRIBE of Homecoming and Belonging through literature, poetry, and visual art.

**Prompt:** Create an original composition (poetry, fiction, nonfiction, visual art) that reflects your ideas about what Homecoming and Belonging mean to you.

**Categories:**
- **Poetry:** Up to three poems in any poetic form
- **Fiction:** Flash Fiction (no longer than 3 pages)
- **Nonfiction:** Short memoir or personal essay (no longer than 5 pages)
- **Visual Art:** High resolution image of your artwork (300 dpi)

**Eligibility:** Open to all CCC students

**Deadline:** December 31, 2018 (11:59 PM)

**Entries:** ccconcourse@gmail.com with the subject line: #I Belong.

**Prizes:** Will be awarded to each 1st place winner in each category.

Publication in OnCourse for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd-place winners in each category.

Contact Sandra Dihlmann at sandra.dihlmann@coconino.edu with questions.